MEDIUM SIZE – EXTRA LARGE VALUE
Model 5 completes Medium-Sized Crane Family with a blend of high performance and functional design

Terex Port Solutions (TPS) announces the introduction of
the Terex® Gottwald Model 5 harbour crane, demonstrating
its customer-focused innovation strategy to continuously
improve and develop solutions to meet customers’
needs.
Model 5 is aimed at terminal operators in need of a high-performance
crane equipped with the essential capabilities for standard
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requirements in terms of terminal infrastructure, annual hours
worked and maintenance.
The new crane unites the functional, compact design of the
Medium-Sized Crane Family with the operational capabilities
customers appreciate so much about the Large Crane Family,
which caters for top-of-the-range handling applications. The
Model 5 offers an especially attractive price-performance ratio.

MODEL 5 IS DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE CUSTOMER

As with all the other Terex Gottwald cranes, Model 5 is equipped
with the technical and ergonomic functions and features required
to improve productivity, environmental compatibility and facilitate
operation to boost economical and sustainable cargo handling
in ports and terminals. In the case of this new two-rope crane,
operators can choose between the G HMK 5406 variant
(full lifting capacity of 100 t up to a radius of 24 m) and the
G HMK 5506 variant (full capacity of 125 t up to 18 m) [see Fig. 3].
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The diesel-electric crane provides a maximum lifting capacity of
125 t in conjunction with an impressive lifting capacity curve, a
radius of up to 51 m [see Fig. 1] and hoisting speeds of up to
120 m/min. The Model 5 closes the gap between Models 4 and 6
and, at the same time, rounds off the Medium-Sized Crane Family
within TPS. The new machine will be made available as a mobile
harbour crane, portal harbour crane on rails and as a floating crane
on a barge. The Model 5 cranes are designed to service container
vessels with up to 17 rows (post-Panamax) [see Fig. 2]. Thanks
to the high lifting capacity of up to 125 t, they will also be able to
handle heavy project cargo – a growing demand among cargo
handlers and a key field of application for all the cranes offered
by Terex Port Solutions.
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Figure 1: Model 5 lifting capacity curves
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Figure 3: Types and variants of the Model 5 harbour crane

Figure 2: 51 m radius, impressive lifting capacity curve – Model 5 cranes handle containers alongside vessels up to post-Panamax
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PROVEN DESIGN OF THE MEDIUM-SIZED CRANE FAMILY – NOW INCLUDING MODEL 5
As with all harbour cranes made by Terex Port Solutions,
Model 5 has the standard Terex Gottwald chassis with the
H propping arrangement (propping base 13 m x 12.5 m), large
wheels, automated propping system and six individually steerable
axles allowing crab steering and tight turns for excellent
manoeuvrability and rapid positioning alongside the vessel.
As well as the conventional mobile harbour crane, Model 5 will
also be available as a portal harbour crane with a portal designed
to customers’ specifications (track gauge, clear height and rail
loadings), as a floating crane on a barge and also as a stationary
pedestal crane, to cater to all terminal structures.
The Model 5 machinery house is partly enclosed. The lowemission diesel-powered generator and control equipment are
protected against the elements in preconfigured containers
which are also soundproofed and air conditioned. Other machinery
systems are housed below the rigid tower, which itself is a
semi-enclosed box-girder construction. The crane driver has
access to the air-conditioned, ergonomically designed tower
cab via the wide, weatherproof, easily mountable staircase inside
the tower. The boom attached to the tower follows the proven
Terex Gottwald design of torsionally stiff lattice construction
with a good stress concentration factor, allowing a high degree
of operating safety [see Fig. 4].

Model 5 uses proven three-phase electrical systems
Model 5 also makes full use of proven, low-maintenance threephase electrical system technology. Terex Port Solutions continues
to develop its electrical drive technology and, wherever practical
from a technical and economic point of view, consistently applies
three-phase electrical systems. Three-phase electrical systems
simplify the implementation of energy-saving technologies
including hybrid drives, which are available for use throughout
the entire range of harbour cranes, as is additional equipment to
enable external power feeds from the terminal’s electricity supply.
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AA Semi-enclosed box-girder
construction
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base
AA Partially enclosed
machinery house
AA Stacked containers
for control units
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generator

Figure 4: Model 5
harbour crane – typical
representative of the
Medium-Sized Crane Family
incorporating product
features common to
Terex Gottwald cranes

Boom
AA Torsionally stiff
tubular lattice
AA Flange connection
between foot and tip

Chassis
AA Six axles, large wheels
AA Automatic stabilizer system

Figure 5: Terex Gottwald crane families – each of the three harbour crane
families possesses specific constructive and operational features, precisely
tuned for the respective customer group

TPS’ development activities relating to drive technology are
aimed at providing customers with the benefits of technological
progress as soon as it is marketable, which improves efficiency
and, as a result, reduces the consumption of primary energy
wherever possible. This makes it possible for operators to
maintain competitive operating costs while meeting
environmental requirements, for example when it comes to
applying for terminal concessions.
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Model 5 – first machines to bear Terex Gottwald
brand and new standard livery
Model 5 is the first of the Terex Gottwald harbour
cranes launched onto the market to sport the
familiar standard Terex white and grey which
can be found on quality, dependable Terex
cranes and construction equipment
across the globe.
As well as the new livery, the
crane will bear the Terex
Gottwald logo, which will
introduce the brand to ports
and terminals worldwide.
While the standard colours
will be changing, Terex
Port Solutions will, of
course, continue to
provide the cranes in a
customer’s Corporate
Design if so desired.

Figure 6: The high lifting capacity of 125 t
enables operators of Model 5 cranes to handle
heavy project cargo

The three Terex Gottwald crane families
Terex Port Solutions has been introducing its Generation 5
harbour cranes to the market since 2006 as the Small,
Medium-Sized and Large Crane Families [see Fig. 5]. Recently,
in mid-2012, TPS introduced its Model 2 harbour crane in the
Small Crane Family, including its new crane type, the rubbertyred portal harbour crane. The Medium-Sized Crane Family
includes the two 100 t cranes, Model 3 and Model 4 and the
new 125 t Model 5. The machines in the Medium-Sized Crane
Family are designed to be compact and are aimed at operators
with standard requirements. A key point about Model 5 cranes is
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that they combine the design features of the Medium-Sized
Crane Family with the operational capability of Model 6, which is
the entry model in the Large Crane Family. Model 6, which is also
available as a four-rope grab variant, is making ever greater
inroads in the continuous-duty applications previously assigned
to custom-built single-purpose machinery. TPS is consistently
orientated towards the requirements of the market and takes its
cue from exchanging ideas with customers. The steady increase
in lifting capacities and working speeds and the development of
green and other “smart” crane technologies are a direct result
of this collaborative approach.

IN DISCUSSION
As in the past, TPS aims consistently to meet the demands
of the market in a steady exchange of ideas with customers.
The outcome of this is the introduction of new cranes and
smart crane features. This year, we have added Model 5
to our range.
Mr Di Lisa, how would you characterise the new Model 5?
Model 5 is a two-rope crane and is the largest model in our
Medium-Sized Crane Family. It combines compact and functional
design with the operational capabilities of Model 6, the entry
model to our Large Crane Family. With Model 5, our customers
are given a high performance crane in Terex Gottwald quality at
a particularly attractive price-performance ratio.
To whom do you recommend Model 5?
Well, Model 5 should really be the preferred choice if a customer
is also handling containers alongside post-Panamax vessels as
well as other vessel sizes. As a result of its impressive lifting
capacity curve, this crane can also handle general cargo across
a correspondingly large lifting capacity range. With a maximum
lifting capacity of 125 t, it offers terminals the opportunity of
generating additional business with heavy-load cargoes.
Why is the Model 5 crane coming onto the market now?
After a phase in which customers emphasised their need for ever
more powerful harbour cranes and the market potential in the
lower performance segment rose, we now see rising demand for
higher performance and functional design,
accompanied by high price sensitivity.
So Model 5 does not just fill the gap
in our series, but it is also and, most
importantly, right for the time.
Will Model 5 also be marketed as
a four-rope crane?
No plans at the moment. Model 5 is a
general cargo crane in two-rope
design. There will not be a
four-rope grab variant for
the time being. In that
department, according
to our customers, other
Terex Gottwald cranes
are the first choice.

Giuseppe Di Lisa,
Vice President Sales & Service
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When will customers be able to buy the Model 5?
Model 5 is available immediately in all crane types and variants.
Our advance order programme provides short delivery times
which, in addition to the flexible application possibilities of our
cranes, generally give a decisive advantage over specially
produced handling machines.
In recent years, you seem to have introduced a new crane
every year. What is coming next?
Well, that will be decided by the market. We conduct a
continuous dialogue with our customers, listen to them carefully
and implement their requirements in high-performance, marketready machines. Not just on a large scale, but also in details. For
example, our smart crane features offer excellent ergonomics,
increased productivity and an improved environmental footprint.
One example is our Tandem Lift Assistant, only recently installed
by us in a Medium-Sized Crane Family Model 4 machine in a
terminal located in northern Germany. This feature along with
many others are naturally also available for the new Model 5.
Won’t you let us into a secret?
No, I never give away secrets. But I do have something new:
as you know, we have been part of Terex Port Solutions for about
a year now and have since been selling our cranes under the
Terex Gottwald brand name. Naturally, the new Model 5 will carry
the new brand name from the start. And the standard livery will
change from blue and grey to the familiar Terex livery of grey,
white and a spot of red. I am sure, that our cranes will continue
to make a visible mark in their new colours.
Mr Di Lisa, many thanks for the interview.
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Main dimensions of Terex Gottwald Model 5 crane, G HMK 5506 variant
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Effective date: June, 2013. Product specifications and prices are subject to change without notice or obligation. The photographs and/or drawings
in this document are for illustrative purposes only. Refer to the appropriate Operator’s Manual for instructions on the proper use of this equipment.
Failure to follow the appropriate Operator’s Manual when using our equipment or otherwise failure to act responsibly may result in serious injury or death.
The only warranty applicable to our equipment is the standard written warranty applicable to the particular product and sale and Terex Port Solutions makes no
other warranty, express or implied. Products and services listed may be trademarks, service marks or trade-names of Terex Corporation and/or its subsidiaries
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